
Film Strip Height Chart
Insturctions & Care

Thanks for purchasing one of our Film Strip Height Charts!

Installation
1. Select the location where you plan to install it. The adhesive poster strips work best 
on painted surfaces and away from excessive humidity.
2. In the box is a piece of cardboard marked “positioning template”. Place this on the 
floor, against the wall where you’d like to place it, so the label reads the right way (the 
longest side standing up). Ensure the base is close to the wall to get the correct height.
3. On the first panel (43cm to 95cm), remove the plastic on the back of the poster strips. 
Then, place the bottom on the positioning template, and push the height chart against 
the wall. Keep pressure on it for 60 seconds to get the poster strips to bond correctly. 
The template ensures that it’s level to the floor and the correct height off the ground.
4. Repeat the installation of the second and third panels. Carefully line them up left to 
right with the first panel, and they should butt up exactly vertically. Ensure you hold it 
for 60 seconds to get the adhesive to bond. Also note, the struts on the back of the 
panels are meant to be slightly inset from the top; this is normal and by design.
5. Install the extra clear covers that go over the panels. The clear panel slots into the 
bottom screws, and then just install the top screws to keep them in place.

Measuring and recording
∙ You can write directly onto the height chart if you would like; but we’ve supplied arrow 
tags so you don’t need to write on the height chart and can keep it looking nice.
∙ We recommend writing the name, age or date, and height onto the arrow tags. This 
allows you to put it back correctly if it falls, or little children decide to pull it off the 
wall…
∙ Fresh Blu-tac is the best method to attach the arrow tags to the wall.

Changing Photos
∙ Using a Phillips head (cross) screwdriver, remove the top two screws in the panel. The 
cover should lean forward, and you can slot in your photo, push the panel back, and do 
up the screws.
∙ Please don’t remove the bottom screws on each panel; they are integral to the assem-
bly of the height chart.

If you have any issues or questions, please let us know at hello@footeandflame.com.au - 
and we will fix it!


